T h e r e ’ s o n ly o n e C i v i c
Its engine roars to life
Its senses are poised to go
Take c ommand of the wheel
And leave everything behind
Forget dullness
Forget stillness
Forget rules
Civic
T e c h n o l o g i c a l ly a d v a n c e d
A g g r e s s i v e ly s t y l e d
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Actual model, features and specifications may vary in detail from image shown. Subject to change without prior notice.

FORGET

ORDINARY
Built by passion. Driven by power. Civic
pushes excitement beyond what you
thought was possible. Conquer the road
with its revolutionary sleek silhouette
and signature boldness. Civic inspires
head-turning envy that they’ll never
forget.
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Actual model, features and specifications may vary in detail from image shown. Subject to change without prior notice.

LED DAYTIME RUNNING LIGHTS & LED HEADLIGHTS

LED FOG LIGHTS

SMART ENTRY

Civic expresses its sportiness at every angle, with
the ultra-bright and long-lasting LED lights leading
the way forward.

Low visibility is no match for the Civic.
Switch on the Fog Lights to cast additional
light on the road ahead.

Civic responds to your unspoken command.
Approach and it will unlock automatically without
having to take the key out of your pocket.

16” ALLOY WHEELS

17” ALLOY WHEELS

18” ALLOY WHEELS

TRUNK SPOILER & REAR COMBI LIGHTS

ALLOY WHEELS

Charge ahead with enhanced aerodynamism
from a sleek Trunk Spoiler, coupled with distinct
boomerang-shaped tail lights that leave an
impression wherever you go.

Bolder than ever, Civic’s wheels come in new sporty 16” and aggressive black 17” as well as 18” designs, to
give you even more presence on the road.

Actual model, features and specifications may vary in detail from images shown. Subject to change without prior notice.
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UNFORGETTABLE

PERFORMANCE
Tighten your grip as Civic quickens your pulse. Its powerful
Turbo engine with Earth Dreams TechnologyTM makes
the journey not only exhilarating, but more fuel efficient.
Nothing else compares to the Civic.

Honda’s revolutionary technology delivers
environmental benefits balanced by the thrill of
driving. The Civic’s 1.5L VTEC Turbocharged
engine will captivate you with unforgettable power
equivalent to a 2.4L engine.
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REMOTE ENGINE START

CONTINUOUS VARIABLE TRANSMISSION (CVT)
& LEATHER GEAR BOOT

PADDLE SHIFT

Breathe life into your engine and cool your car
from afar before you enter with the Remote
Engine Start function.

Our fuel-efficient smooth and stepless transmission
heightens the driving experience, while a leather gear
boot adds a touch of luxury.

Be in full control of the gears of the Civic. Paddle Shift
promises edge-of-your seat excitement.

ECON BUTTON

ECO ASSIST

PUSH START BUTTON

Drive on in fuel-saving mode with a push of the
ECON Button.

At one glance, a colour-changing display reveals
the efficiency of your drive.

Awaken your Civic and advance at the command
of your touch.

Actual model, features and specifications may vary in detail from images shown. Subject to change without prior notice.
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FORGET

BOREDOM
Civic puts you in control of state-of-the-art engineering. Its cockpit inspired cabin
fits innovations into every corner of the premium interior. All exclusively made to
make every second unforgettable.
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ELECTRIC PARKING BRAKE

STEERING CONTROL BUTTON

AUTO DIM REARVIEW MIRROR

A streamlined centre console replaces a conventional
hand brake with the Electric Parking Brake, which works
with a simple pull.

Reach out and thumb through music, your phone
book and more, without taking your hands off the
steering wheel.

Sensors react to headlight glare from cars behind
you to automatically dim the mirror.

Actual model, features and specifications may vary in detail from images shown. Subject to change without prior notice.

7” ADVANCED DISPLAY AUDIO

Digital Dashboard Display (TFT)

HOME SCREEN

TURBO VIEW

An intuitive full colour touch screen allows you to tap through an extensive
menu of controls, while soft touch buttons at the side give quick access to key
functions.

The digital dashboard keeps important information at eye level, including the
performance of your Turbo engine.

SMARTPHONE CONNECTIVITY

CALL FUNCTION

MUSIC DISPLAY

Mirror your smartphone and access your favourite apps
including Waze through the touch screen, which is
Apple CarPlayTM and Android AutoTM compatible.

Civic links with your smartphone to display caller
information on the dashboard. You can answer or reject
the call* without looking at your phone.

Pace your drive to a soundtrack selected from your
phone’s music library.

Android AutoTM will be available upon official launch of the service in Malaysia.

*Talking on the phone may distract you while driving. Honda cares for your safety and
recommends you only take calls when your car is stationary. Call function is currently
only available for Apple iPhone.
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UNFORGETTABLE

SPACE & COMFORT

Inspired by Honda’s Man Maximum
Machine Minimum philosophy, Civic
features an ultra-spacious interior. The
addition of thoughtful features give you
and your passengers an exceptional
experience on the road. Soon, you’ll find
any excuse for a ride.

DUAL ZONE AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM REAR AIR CONDITIONING VENTILATION

8-WAY DRIVER POWER SEAT

CONCEALED STORAGE COMPARTMENT

Set individual temperature
zones for yourself and your
passenger’s comfort.

Cool down your backseat passengers
with their own air conditioning vent.

A fully adjustable driver’s seat allows
you to find the perfect driving position
to maximise comfort.

Keep your belongings in reach, but
out of sight within a deep storage
compartment.

SMART DEVICE STATION

LARGE CABIN SPACE

519L CARGO SPACE

Make room for every device
with multiple connectivity and
charging ports.

Generous headroom and legroom
makes riding in the Civic an
absolute pleasure.

Load all your essentials into the
Civic’s spacious boot with room
to spare.

Actual model, features and specifications may vary in detail from images shown. Subject to change without prior notice.
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Our full suite of 8 advanced driver-assistive technologies
improves driving safety for complete confidence on the
road. Honda SENSINGTM # is a next generation technology
that utilises a radar and cameras to alert you to imminent
danger. This reduces the likelihood of collision.

Actual model, features and specifications may vary in detail from image shown. Subject to change without prior
notice.
Honda SENSINGTM alerts and assists drivers to drive safely on the road. Honda SENSINGTM functions best in
conducive weather and visibility conditions. Keep the radar and cameras clean and unobstructed for optimum
performance. Despite the capabilities of Honda SENSINGTM, drivers remain responsible for safely operating the vehicle
and avoiding collisions. Drivers should always keep their hands on the steering wheel and be in control of their driving
12 behaviour at all times.
#

LANE DEPARTURE WARNING

ROAD DEPARTURE MITIGATION

LANE KEEP ASSIST SYSTEM

If you drift out of the lane without activating the turn
signal, the steering wheel vibrates and alerts you to
correct your path.

If your car veers too close to the edge of the road,
it will alert and guide you back by correcting your
steering and applying brakes.

An alert and gentle steering correction moves your
car to the centre of the lane when it senses you are
leaving the lane.

FORWARD COLLISION WARNING

COLLISION MITIGATION BRAKING SYSTEM

Provides audio and visual alerts when there is a risk of
collision with the car ahead.

Upon sensing an increasing risk of collision,
the system will apply the brakes to slow down or
completely stop the car.

AUTO HIGH BEAM

ADAPTIVE CRUISE CONTROL

LOW SPEED FOLLOW

Navigate safely at night with headlights that
automatically switch from high beam to low beam
when a car approaches from the opposite direction.

Sets a fixed cruising speed and distance between
your car and the one ahead of you.*

Starts and stops your car automatically with the flow of
traffic.**

*Works together with Low Speed Follow.

**Works together with Adaptive Cruise Control.
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UNFORGETTABLE

SAFETY
The electrifying Civic
experience is complete
with impeccable safety
advancements to get you
to your destination safely.

MULTI-ANGLE REARVIEW CAMERA

Honda LANEWATCH

Reverse into the tightest parking
spaces with the confidence that
comes from a wide-angle camera
with 3 angle viewing options.

A camera mounted on the
passenger side mirror highlights
blind spots by displaying cars you
can’t see on the Civic’s screen,
assuring safer lane changing.

14 Actual model, features and specifications may vary in detail from images shown. Subject to change without prior notice.

Accelerator on

GO!

Brake off

HOLD...

Brake

STOP!

HILL START ASSIST (HSA)

EMERGENCY STOP SIGNAL (ESS)

G-FORCE CONTROL (G-CON)

AUTO BRAKE HOLD (ABH)

Helps to prevent your car from
rolling backwards when your brakes
are released while on a hill.

A sudden stop automatically
triggers the flashing of the rear
brake lights and hazard lights to
warn other drivers.

An impact absorbing frame diffuses
G-Forces generated during a collision to
minimise injury to passengers.

Relieves fatigue by applying brake
pressure without having to keep your
foot on the brake during a traffic jam.

Without
VSA

2m

Without
VSA

With
VSA

VEHICLE STABILITY ASSIST (VSA)

WALK AWAY AUTO LOCK

6 AIRBAGS

REAR SEAT ISO FIX

Stabilises the car by reducing
understeer or oversteer as you
drive around tight corners.

Secure your Civic fuss-free with
our automated locking system that
activates if you walk 2 metres away
from the car or after 30 seconds.

Shield your passengers with Dual
Front SRS Airbags, Side Airbags and
Side Curtain Airbags for all variants.

ISO Fix anchor points help you to
easily secure your child’s car seat for
absolute peace of mind.

Actual model, features and specifications may vary in detail from images shown. Subject to change without prior notice.
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FORGET

IMITATIONS

16

Mark your Civic with Honda Genuine and
Authorised Accessories, custom-made to highlight
its sporty exterior or to enhance practicality.

Actual model, features and specifications may vary in detail from images shown. Subject to change without prior notice. *Applicable for 1.8S & 1.5TC variants only.

MODULO
PACKAGE
FRONT UNDER SPOILER

SIDE UNDER SPOILER

REAR UNDER SPOILER

TRUNK SPOILER (WING)*

URBAN
PACKAGE
DOOR VISOR

SPORTS PEDAL

ILLUMINATED SIDE STEP

TRUNK TRAY

SUN SHADE

TRUNK ORGANISER

UTILITY
PACKAGE

PROTECTION
PACKAGE

OTHER
ITEMS
WHEEL
LOCK NUT

ULTRA WINDOW
COATING

ULTRA GLASS BODY
COATING

Honda
AUTHORISED
WINDOW TINT
FILM

Tint Film Package
TSER*
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Horizon Safety
50%
Horizon Safety +
58%
Ray Barrier 4 +
60%
Ray Barrier 6 +
60%
Horizon Security Premium + 60%
Ray Barrier 4 Black Pearl
62%
Ray Barrier 6 Black Pearl
62%

Honda
RECOMMENDED
DIGITAL VIDEO
RECORDER (DVR)

* Total Solar Energy Rejection (% reflects highest
performance window in a package)

Actual model, features and specifications may vary in detail from images shown. Subject to change without prior notice. 17

SPECIFICATIONS
Grade

1.8S

1.5TC

1.5TC-P

ENGINE
Engine Type

4 Cylinder, 16 Valve, SOHC i-VTEC

Displacement (cc)

4 Cylinder, 16 Valve, DOHC VTEC TURBO

1,799

1,498

Fuel Supply System

Electronic Fuel Injection (PGM-FI)

Maximum Power [PS(kW)@rpm]

141(104)@6,500

173(127)@5,500

Maximum Torque [Nm(kg-m)@rpm]

174(17.4)@4,300

220(22.4)@1,700-5,500

TRANSMISSION
Transmission Type

Continuous Variable Transmission (CVT)

PERFORMANCE
Maximum Speed (km/h)

200

Acceleration 0-100 km/h (secs)

10.4

8.2

STEERING SYSTEM
Type

Electric Power Steering (EPS)

Turning Radius at Body (m)

5.7

5.9

SUSPENSION SYSTEM
Front

MacPherson Strut

Rear

Multi Link

BRAKE SYSTEM
Front

Ventilated Disc

Rear

Solid Disc

Parking Brake

Electric Parking Brake

TYRES & WHEELS
Alloy Wheels

16”

Tyre Size

215/55R16

Spare Wheel

17”

18”

215/50R17

235/40ZR18

16”

17”

DIMENSIONS
Length x Width x Height (mm)

4,648 x 1,799 x 1,416

Wheelbase (mm)

2,700

Tread Front/Rear (mm)

1,547/1,563

Curb Weight (kg)

1,251

Boot Capacity (Litre)

Lunar Silver Metallic
(NH-830M)
18

1,537/1,553
1,314

1,327

519

Platinum White Pearl
(NH-883P)

Modern Steel Metallic
(NH-797M)

Passion Red Pearl
(R-539P)

Crystal Black Pearl
(NH-731P)

MAJOR EQUIPMENT
Grade

1.8S

1.5TC

1.5TC-P

Headlights

Halogen

Auto Headlights

7” Advanced Display Audio

LED

•

•

Daytime Running Lights

•

LED

Front Fog Lights

Halogen

Side Mirrors with Turning Lights

LED

•

Outer Door Handle

•

Body Colour

Trunk Spoiler

Grade

1.8S

1.5TC

1.5TC-P

•

•

•

AUDIO				

EXTERIOR				

–

•
Chrome

–

•

Apple CarPlay

•

•

•

HDMI Port

•

•

•

2 USB Ports

•

•

•

Hands-Free Telephone (HFT)

•

•

•

8 Speakers

•

•

•

TM

& Android Auto

TM

Connectivity ***

SAFETY & SECURITY				

INTERIOR & CONTROL				

Dual Front SRS Airbags

•

•

•

Remote Engine Start

•

Side Airbags

•

•

•

•

Side Curtain Airbags

•

•

•

Front Seatbelt 3-point ELR

•

•

•

Rear Seatbelt 3-point ELR

•

•

•

Rear Seat ISO Fix

•

•

•

Vehicle Stability Assist (VSA)

•

•

•

Agile Handle Assist (AHA)

•

•

•

Anti-lock Braking System (ABS)

•

•

•

Electronic Brake Distribution (EBD)

•

•

•

Auto Brake Hold (ABH)

•

•

•

Brake Assist (BA)

•

•

•

Hill Start Assist (HSA)

•

•

•

Emergency Stop Signal (ESS)

•

•

•

Front Sensors

•

•

•

Reverse Sensors

•

•

•

Multi-angle Rearview Camera

•

•

•

Honda LaneWatch Camera

–

•

•

Security Alarm with Immobiliser

•

•

•

–

–

•

Walk Away Auto Lock

•

•

•

•

Smart Entry with Push Start Button

•

•

•

Paddle Shift

–

•

•

Cruise Control

•

•

•

ECON Button

•

•

•

Full Colour LCD Meter

•

•

•

Air Conditioning

Single Auto

Dual Auto

Touch Panel A/C Control

•

•

•

Rear A/C Ventilation

•

•

•

Auto Dim Rearview Mirror

–

•

•

3 Spoke Leather Steering Wheel

•

•

•

Upholstery

Fabric

Leather^

Premium Interior Garnish

–

•

•

8-Way Driver Power Seat

•

•

•

Auto Front Wiper

•

•

•

60:40 Seats

•

•

•

• Standard
Actual model, features and specifications may vary in detail from images shown.
Subject to change without prior notice.
***Android AutoTM will be available upon official launch of the service in Malaysia.
^Combination Leather

Honda SENSINGTM (FCW, CMBS, LDW, LKAS,
RDM, ACC, LSF, Auto High-Beam)

Authorised Dealer:

Honda Service Package

5 -year
Warranty with
Unlimited
Mileage.##

Applicable up to 5 times within
100,000km or 5 years.##

##

Terms & conditions apply.
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hondamalaysia

Honda Malaysia Sdn Bhd

(200001029513) (532120-D)

I

Toll-Free No: 1800-88-2020

I

www.honda.com.my

